
n the last few years a new term has become fashionable, su-
persolidity and again helium is at the centre of stage. With su-

persolidity one means a solid that displays some form of
superfluidity, for instance that when you put in rotation a con-
tainer filled with a solid sample, not all of this solid rotates but
a part of it is not dragged along by the container and remains
stationary with respect to the laboratory (this is called non-clas-
sical rotational inertia: NCRI). At first sight this seems at odds
with common sense. A solid is a piece of matter that has its own
shape, which resists shearing. Superfluidity means that a system
can flow like a fluid but the “super” means that it is so prone to
flow that it can do it without any dissipation. Notice the dif-
ference with a superconductor. Here the flow without dissipa-
tion is due to electrons. On the other hand a superconductor is
a solid piece of matter but its solidity is due to a different kind
of degrees of freedom, the ions. So in this case two different
kinds of particles are responsible for the two aspects, the elec-
trons for the flow and the ions for the solidity.

In a supersolid the situation is different: the same entities,
neutral atoms, have at the same time to give the framework,
which stands at the basis of solidity, and to give the particles
that flow. Classically this is difficult to conceive but when Quan-
tum Mechanics and indistinguishability of particles come into
play this is not impossible. In fact supersolidity was suggested
theoretically almost forty years ago [1,2] and the proposed
mechanism was attributed to the possibility that the ground
state of a quantum solid might contain a finite concentration of
vacancies. This would mean that the probability of occupation
of a unit cell of the crystal is less than unity. Often such a state
is called an incommensurate crystal, in contrast to a commen-
surate crystal in which there is an integer (one) number of atoms
in each cell of the crystal. If the atoms are bosons also, a vacancy,
the absence of an atom, obeys the same statistics so at low tem-
perature a Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) is expected with
the presence of some form of superfluidity.

The most likely candidate for such a state was identified in
solid 4He. 4He atoms, due to the low atomic mass and very weak
interatomic interaction, are very reluctant to solidify and, even
at the lowest temperatures, they do so only if a substantial pres-
sure is imposed. Nevertheless, when crystalline order is observed,
solid 4He is unique among all other solids in that the mean
square oscillation of an atom around the equilibrium position is
a very large fraction of the lattice parameter, of the order of
25%. All solids at finite temperature contain a finite concen-
tration of point defects like vacancies but this concentration in
a classical solid vanishes exponentially fast in 1/T, the inverse
absolute temperature, as T goes to zero. In a quantum system a
vacancy could tunnel to a neighbouring site, i.e. the vacancy be-
comes intrinsically mobile thus lowering its energy and it could
even happen that the crystal with a vacancy has a lower energy

than the crystal without vacancies. If this is the case, an incom-
mensurate crystal would represent the ground state of the sys-
tem and BEC should be present. This is a possible way to the
supersolid state but not necessarily the only way. Since BEC im-
plies off-diagonal order in the one-body density matrix, in such
a state two different orders should be present at the same time:
in real space (the crystalline order) and in momentum space
(corresponding to the off-diagonal order). In any case for many
years experiments did not find anything anomalous in the prop-
erties of solid 4He so the interest in the supersolid faded away as
a theoretical dream.

The situation abruptly changed in 2004 when Kim and
Chan [3a] reported data on a torsional oscillator containing
solid 4He (Fig. 1). Below a temperature of a few tenths of a
Kelvin the frequency of the oscillator dropped below the value
at higher temperature, implying that the moment of inertia
decreased below the value corresponding to a rigid rotation of
the system (Fig. 2). The fact that there was a critical velocity
effect (at large amplitudes of the oscillator no missing inertia
was present), and that the effect was suppressed by the pres-
ence of a plug in an annular container or when the boson 4He
atoms were replaced by the fermions 3He, all this led the au-
thors to interpret these results as the manifestation of the long
sought NCRI associated with the supersolid state in which
about 1% of the 4He atoms did not respond to the imposed
oscillation of the container.
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� FIG. 1: schematic torsional oscillator: the cylindrical drive puts into
oscillation the cylindrical torsion cell and this oscillation induces an ac volt-
age on the detection electrode. a lock-in amplifier enables the oscillation
to be kept in resonance. 4He is introduced via the filling line and 4He in the
annular channel solidifies if a large enough pressure is applied. in the con-
trol experiment a barrier in the annular cell is present. (figure from ref. 3a)
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These results spurred great excitement and many investiga-
tions, both experimental and theoretical, were launched. While
in other laboratories NCRI was observed, these experiments
made the situation very confusing. If the temperature range in
which the NCRI effect was seen is common to the different ex-
periments, this is not so for the superfluid fraction ρs. The value
of ρs, which represents the fraction of atoms not responding to
the torsional oscillator, differs by more than three orders of mag-
nitude in different experiments; ρs is sensitive to annealing, to
the cell geometry and composition, to even a minute concen-
tration of 3He impurities. Even in a single crystal, or almost so,
it was found that ρs can differ by a large amount if the material
of the container is changed. It is clear that defects have to play
an important role in the phenomenon. Since the early meas-
urements were performed in highly polycrystalline solids, grain
boundaries were suspected to play a role. The fact that also sin-
gle crystals gave NCRI [3b] implies that other defects have to be
important and dislocations are reasonable candidates since it is
known that even in a single crystal the concentration of dislo-
cations can vary by a large amount depending on experimental
details. This major role of defects on NCRI of solid 4He led
even to the conviction that the whole issue of supersolidity of
4He was exclusively due to the presence of extrinsic defects that
any real solid sample contains.

This position received a strong motivation also from theo-
retical results that in the meantime were obtained. If an ensem-
ble of 4He atoms represents a strongly interacting system, which
is very difficult to study analytically, its boson nature makes the
many-body problem much easier than the fermion case because
there is no ‘sign’ problem here, at least for an equilibrium state,
and this quantum system can be treated by robust simulation
methods. Thus essentially exact results for bosons can be ob-
tained from quantum simulations, even if one has to be careful
that the results are with reference to a finite number of particles,
usually less than a thousand, with periodic boundary conditions.
Path-integral Monte Carlo methods have been widely used to
study solid 4He at finite temperatures and the result of such
computations is that a perfect commensurate solid is not su-
persolid, at least in the temperature range of the simulations, a
range that has some overlap with the one where NCRI is ex-
perimentally observed [4]. On the other hand, if some disorder
is introduced, the simulations show that the system does be-
come supersolid.

Liquid 4He in the superfluid state has a number of peculiar
properties in addition to NCRI. Obviously also in solid 4He
other signatures of superfluidity have been looked for, for in-
stance flow without pressure drop, but none has been found so
far. On the other hand, recently a new anomaly has been found
in solid 4He [5]. The elastic shear modulus has been measured
and an anomalous stiffening of the solid has been observed at

low temperatures. The behaviour of the shear modulus has a re-
markable similarity with the one of NCRI (Fig. 3). It has been
proposed that this anomaly is due to dislocations, the same kind
of disorder that has been invoked for NCRI, with dislocations
being immobile at low temperature and becoming mobile at
higher T. On the other hand this seems counterintuitive: the
ability to move without dissipation seems at odds with a stiff-
ening of the solid. The discovery of this stiffening is important
new information on the system but we are far from an under-
standing of it and of the relation, if any, with NCRI.

If the establishment of NCRI represents a true phase transi-
tion one should expect to find some signature in the specific
heat. It is important that very recently a peak in the specific heat
has been reported at the temperature of the NCRI phenomenon
[3c]. This is a very difficult experiment and it will be important
to have an independent confirmation of this finding.
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� FIG. 2: resonant period (left axis, filled symbols) and amplitude (right
axis, open symbols) of oscillations as a function of temperature (note the
logarithmic scale) for the unblocked (A) and blocked (B) cell and for dif-
ferent maximum velocities as given in the legend. the period readings are
shifted by ν*, the resonant period at 300mk that is of order of 106. the
resonant period of the empty cell at 300mk is about 3000 ns smaller than
the filled cell volume due to the smaller moment of inertia of the empty
cell. for the filled cell there is a drop of ν at temperatures smaller that
300mk and this drop does not depend on velocity at low ν. this drop is
interpreted as due to a drop in the mass of 4He coupled to the cell and
this allows the superfluid fraction ρs to be extracted. the effect is drasti-
cally reduced for the blocked cell. (figure from ref. 3a)



Some aspects of NCRI of solid 4He, such as the value of the
critical velocity and some observed metastability phenomena,
are consistent with a vortex view of this state [6]: basic entities
are assumed to be quantized vortices, possibly in a condensate
which might correspond to the presence of BEC. However if
the ground state of solid 4He is commensurate, theory tells us
that no BEC can be present. One possibility is that all “super-
solid” phenomena in solid 4He are due to the presence of some
disorder induced by external conditions such as the condition of
crystal growth. If this were the case this would be of interest per
se but of course not as interesting as if supersolidity were an in-
trinsic property. In other words there is no doubt that defects
have a very important role in NCRI but what happens if a more
and more perfect crystal is grown? Will NCRI go away or will
some remaining effect persist, i.e. the ground state of solid 4He
is qualitatively different from that of a normal solid? 

As already mentioned there is strong theoretical evidence that
a commensurate solid is normal, so the question is if some in-
trinsic form of disorder is present in the ground state. This leads
back to from where we started forty years ago: are there vacan-
cies in the ground state? My interpretation of experiments is
that they exclude the presence of vacancies at a concentration of
1% or above but they cannot exclude the presence of vacancies
at a lower concentration. Some argue that the presence of
ground state vacancies is excluded by some theoretical compu-
tations giving a finite positive energy for the formation of a va-
cancy. To others such argument does not seem so convincing
and they believe that the question of whether vacancies are pres-
ent in the ground state of solid 4He is still open both theoreti-
cally and experimentally [7]. But we should also be open to the
possibility that intrinsic BEC and supersolidity might be asso-
ciated not so much with vacancies but to some other kind of
defects that, in any case, would make solid 4He different from
the textbook picture in which each atom occupies a crystal cell.
We know for sure that the solid is periodic, this is demonstrated
by the observation of Bragg peaks in the scattering of neutrons
or of X-rays, but how the atoms populate the crystal cells might
offer some surprise.

Looking in perspective, solid 4He has turned out to be
much more complicated than what was expected and we do
not yet have a clear overall picture of the properties of this
system. All attempts to explain the behaviour of solid 4He in
more conventional terms have failed so far and the presence
of a non-conventional state appears to be the most likely ex-
planation. But what this non-conventional state should be is
unclear. Whether such a non-conventional state is only due
to extrinsic defects or if it is an intrinsic property of the
quantum solid is a fundamental question awaiting an an-
swer. An argument in favour of the intrinsic nature of the
state is the following. While, as already mentioned, the value
of ρs changes by many orders of magnitude depending on
the experimental details, the transition temperature is al-
most unaffected by such details. If supersolidity were en-
tirely due to extrinsic defects it is difficult to understand
how it can be that the transition temperature is almost un-
affected when the amount of defects varies by many orders
of magnitude. Consider now the other possibility. If the un-
derlying ground state has BEC, associated with ground-state
vacancies for instance, the system would have its own tran-
sition temperature but perhaps the intrinsic value of ρs could
be very small. The presence of extrinsic defects might have
an amplifying effect on ρs without necessarily affecting the
transition temperature, i.e. extrinsic defects might act as
leverage on ρs without much affecting the other properties
of the system.

I believe that the issue of supersolidity will still be at the
centre of attention in time to come. We have learnt some-
thing but much more has to be found out. And this topic will
be at the centre of attention in another direction, that of
trapped cold atoms. Cold atoms in a periodic potential is
common trade nowadays and beautiful experiments [8] have
shown how the system changes from superfluid to localized as
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� FIG. 3: shear modulus μ of solid 4He has an anomalous increase 
of about 11% going from 300mk to 18mk. the variation ∆µ=µ(t)-
µ(300mk) normalized to the 18mk value is plotted as a function of t for
samples with different concentration of 3He impurities (filled symbols).
open symbols represent similarly scaled nCri ρs data from torsional
oscillator measurements. (figure from ref. 5)

� FIG. 4: zero-temperature phase diagram of hard core bosons on the
triangular lattice in the density-interaction parameter t/V. t is the nearest
neighbour tunnelling amplitude and V is the nearest neighbour repulsion
energy. at low value of t/V there is a supersolid region for intermediate
densities whereas the system is superfluid for larger values of t/V. Ps
denotes regions of phase separation. (figure from ref. 9a)



enturies of evolution have given mankind plenty of time
to learn how to walk. Walking is a reasonably efficient way

of getting around, although not nearly as efficient as riding a
bicycle. A few obvious features help us to walk efficiently: we
move our arms and legs in antiphase, thus keeping the total an-
gular momentum more or less zero. And we swing our legs at al-
most the natural pendulum frequency, which is around 1 Hz
for adults. Indeed, traditional military marches proceed at 120
steps per minute: exactly 1 Hz. Given a standard step length of
83 cm, the corresponding marching speed is almost exactly 100
m per minute. Beautiful! This fact does not serve to illustrate
the superiority of the metric system, but it sure is handy to know
when hiking.

Energetically speaking, walking on a horizontal surface is a
special case. We have no external force to overcome, in contrast
to climbing the stairs, for example, where we have to fight grav-
ity to increase potential energy; or to rowing and cycling, where
we have to overcome drag from water or air. Walking is differ-
ent: even aerodynamic drag is negligible (remember that it is
proportional to the square of the speed). All energy that we pro-
duce is dissipated by our own body. 

One may wonder why walking costs any energy at all. In fact,
experiments show that the metabolic cost of walking, derived
from oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production, is
about 2,5 W per kg of body mass. This is roughly 200 W for an
adult. Why is that still so much? It is because human walking is
mechanically complex. It involves the activity of numerous mus-
cles, and various theories are being developed to arrive at a com-
prehensive description.

As innocent physicists we may offer an obvious clue: the ef-
fective displacement may be horizontal, but our centre of mass

must be raised by some 4 cm at each
step. Could that account for the high
metabolic cost? This simple expla-
nation, tempting though it may
be, is not supported by the evi-
dence. Experiments by Arthur D.
Kuo at the University of Michigan
have shown that a walking pattern
that reduces the displacement of
the centre of mass, does not re-
duce metabolic cost. In
fact, it makes the meta-
bolic cost go up. Also
when the step
length is varied be-
yond our natural
step length, the cost goes up. In
other words: the way we normally walk
is also the most efficient one.

The conclusion seems to be in-
evitable. If we really want to walk
more efficiently, we should not try
to improve on our steps by thinking
physics. We shouldn’t even think at
all, just walk. And if we are
still not satisfied with
the result, there is
only one alterna-
tive: go home
and pick up our
bicycle… �

the tunnelling probability of an atom from one site to the
next decreases. Therefore the system is periodic and at the
same time it can be superfluid. This however is not a true su-
persolid state because the periodicity is just the one imposed
by the external field, for instance by a standing light beam.
Theoretically there is strong evidence that bosons in a lattice
can have a supersolid state [9]. Under certain conditions (Fig.
4) the spatial order of the atoms is not the simple one corre-
sponding to that of the external potential but a more com-
plex one resulting from the interplay between interatomic
potential and external potential. Such complex spatial order
can coexist with superfluidity so we can say now that super-
solid order is present. At the moment this is a theoretical find-
ing but we look forward to its experimental implementation
with cold atoms. �
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